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Introduction
I

are facing
f
with In
nternet securityy problems.

In today's society, Inteernet technolo
ogy is widely uused.
According
A
Innternet servicce provider Netcraft [1]], in
December
D
20111 there was 555,482,744 websites,
w
whiich is
an
a increase off 5.6%, 175 miillion of which were active . The
main
m
indicatorr of the qualiity of Interneet service is ssafety
and
a reliabilityy. Based on the
t evaluation
n of vulnerabbility
assessment
a
annalyzes perfoormed by maanagement seervice
provider
p
WhitteHat Securityy [2] only 16%
% of websites were
not
n vulnerable during thee year 2010. WebCohort, Inc.
studies
s
[3] inddicate that at least 92% off web applicaations
are
a vulnerablee to an attack of
o some kind.
Web porrtals are beingg attacked on
n various leveels of
system
s
architeecture: Operating System, Application
A
Seerver,
Web
W Server, D
Database Servver, Applicatio
on or Networkk. Up
to
t 75% of attaacks are aimeed at the Appllication Layerr [4].
The
T situation in Lithuania is similar [5]: 79% of bussiness
companies
c
and even 100%
% of Internet services provviders

b application vulnerabilityy
Web
U.S. NIST logs Nationnal Vulnerab
bility Databasse
(NV
VD), has registered
r
448,790 vulneerabilities by
b
12/1
10/2011 [6]. In order to understand the causes of
o
vuln
nerabilities beetter, to anallyze their im
mpact on weeb
appllication security vulnerabillities and to develop betteer
man
nagement tools, they were classified in different
d
wayys,
emp
phasizing
pproperties.
Vulnerabilitty
certain
classsifications aree a few, som
me of them: NVD
N
Commoon
Vuln
nerability and
d Exposure (C
CVE) [6], Web Applicatioon
Secu
urity Consortium (WASC)) Threat Classification [77],
Opeen Web Appliccation Securitty Project (OW
WASP) Criticaal
Web
b Application Security Rissks [8], Comm
mon Weaknesss
Enumeration (CW
WE ™) [9]. Reesearch a variety of the most
mmon vulneraabilities inheerent in weeb applicatioon
com
sum
mmarizes the to
op five in Tabble 1.

Table
T
1. The m
most widespreadd vulnerabilities
OWASP [88]

CWE
E/SANS [10]

NVD [6]]

WASC
W
[11]

WhiteHatt [2]

iM
MPERVA [12]

Injection

Injection

Injectionn

Crosss-Site Scripting
(XSS)

Cross-Site Sccripting
(XSS)

Direectory Traversal

Cross-Site Scrippting
(XSS)

Cross-Site Scripting
(XSS)

Cross-Site Scri
ripting
(XSS)

Inform
mation leakage

Cross-Site Reequest
Forgery (CSSRF)

Crosss-Site Scripting
(XSS)

SQ
QL Injection

Insufficieent
Authorizattion

SQL injection

Remo
ote File Inclusion

Broken Authentiication Missing Authentication Permissions, Privvileges,
A
and Access Coontrol
and Sessionn
and Authorization
Managemennt
Insecure Direct O
Object
Referencess

Use of Hard-coded
Crredentials

Input Validaation

Insuffiicient Transport
Lay
yer Protection

Predictable Reesource
Locationn

Cross-Site Reqquest
Forgery (CSR
RF)

Missingg Encryption of
Sennsitive Data

Path Traverrsal

Fin
ngerprinting

SQL Injecttion

wed in the tabble above, con
nstructed top55 are
As show
similar.
s
Theree are differencces of termino
ology and possition
of
o vulnerabiliity. Since OW
WASP classiification are wide

spreead and has no big differences among otheer
classsifications, in
n further woork will be used OWAS
SP
term
minology.
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Since WAF can not to detect all attacks, it is not
suitable to protect applications which use application-level
encryption of data streams, so it uses an "inner" security
measures integrated into the application when developing,
there are established methods [19]. However, this method
is work intensive, development of web application
becomes more expensive and takes longer. After detecting
new type of vulnerabilities may be a need to redevelop
web application.

Techniques to improve Web application security

Our proposed solution – Embedded Web Application
Firewall
Considering the experience of WAF development and
usage, to eliminate main problems we are offering to
embed WAF into web application i.e. embedded firewall
model (EWAF), whose structure is represented in fig.2.
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Fig. 2. Embedded Web Application Firewall structure

Web Server

EWAP is a modular system and consists of two main
parts (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1. Web Application Firewall infrastructure

Positive logic filtering allows valid requests based on
a signature set (whitelist) detailing what types of
communications protected server’s know-how to handle; it
prevents any requests not known to be valid from reaching
secured servers.
Session based filtering (also called event-driven
dynamic rules) utilizes positive logic based rules but
allows the inclusion of variables in the rule set. The values
of the variables are set dynamically during user sessions.
The disadvantages of positive logic filtering: is
requirement of large vulnerabilities database based of
regex rules. It causes poor bandwidth, requires more
resources, hardly adaptable to large web systems. By
reducing the number of rules, in order to improve
bandwidth, decreases vulnerability detection quality.
In order to increase the WAF performance,
bandwidth, WAF developed using artificial intelligence
techniques: Artificial Neural Networks [17], fuzzy logic
[18]. These systems address two objectives: to set models
for ‘normal’ traffic and to detect 'abnormal' traffic, blocks
it. However, this system is still experimental; challenging
them to "train" also can’t "see" part of attacks (up to 20%).
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To keep web application secure besides standard
firewalls, various types of solutions are used in application
layer: external tools – web application scanners and
firewalls (WAS, WAF) and internal – the application itself
must be self-defending [8].
A web application scanner is an automated program
that examines web applications for specific security
vulnerabilities [13]. A WAS uses the negative logic
(blacklist) based filtering algorithms to detect
vulnerabilities in web applications. Negative logic filtering
built on signatures of known attacks and allows security
systems to prevent any requests that appear to match the
attacks’ signatures from reaching protected servers.
A web application firewall (WAF, Fig. 1) is a firewall
that operates in the Application layer of a web application
server. It is kind of an intrusion detection system (IDS) but
does not operate on the Network level of a web
application; instead, it is exclusively applied on the
Application layer [14, 15]. A WAF can work using any
web traffic filtering mechanism (positive, negative, or
session) and it either works as an embedded firewall with
the web server or as a separated layer of security in a
reverse proxy form [16].

XXXX filter

Fig. 3. A functional scheme of EWAF

The main components of EWAF: EWAF main
database (MDB): vulnerability detection modules (filters)
for each type of vulnerability: Injection, XSS, CSRF, etc.,
whitelist and blacklist. Particular modules are based on the
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applications by simulating the same time existing
customers.

positive, negative and Web traffic filtering session
mechanisms to discover vulnerabilities in input flow.
Configurator, the graphical user interface module: to
create a firewall for each web application and supporting,
through the MDBs. It works in two modes - manual (the
initial setting, the correction) and automatic (EWAF filters,
whitelist and blacklist update).
The primary input traffic analyzer. The analyzer
parses the request (if necessary, decodes it) and determines
the filters that apply to the subsequent analysis of the data
input (the vulnerability detection).
EWF filter parses the input data to detect certain type
of vulnerability.
EWAF decision-making module evaluates results of
filters and rejects request if the vulnerability is detected or
redirects the flow of data entry to the web application logic
part.
EWAF is embedded into any web application and
configured according to its needs by activating the
appropriate filters and firewall rules sets.
Disadvantages: more administration because of the
need to configure for each application separately; The
advantages: bandwidth, efficiency (because of problemoriented), flexibility – it’s possible to analyze encrypted
input flow.

a)
b)
Fig. 4. Vulnerability detection test: a – without a firewall; b –
with a firewall

Were measured at login time and the number of
queries to the web server and DB per second when EWAF
was turned off and turned on later, by simulating the
number of users competing for 4 to 10 and sequentially
changing the number of connections from 100 to 10000.
Table 2 shows average results of measurements of turned
off /on and the percentage change.
Table 2. Query execution time
Simulated
4
competitive users

EWAF evaluation
To evaluate our approach, we have developed a
prototype of our solution EWAF to implement and use a
firewall to ensure security of web applications. We realized
the SQL injection detection and neutralization module and
used this to secure web applications.
SQL injection detection and neutralization module
parses input data from HTTP requests GET, POST,
REQUEST, COOKIE. Module is based on positive and
negative filtering mechanisms. DB of vulnerabilities
(whitelist and blacklist) is stored in XML format.
Evaluation criteria of developed EWAF:
 Qualitative characteristics - accuracy of the firewall
(if detects all modeled vulnerabilities):
o detection of positive vulnerabilities,
o detection of negative vulnerabilities (falsepositive).
 Quantitative characteristics:
o Time delay (or latency) during execution of web
application,
o Increase of server load.
To measure accuracy we used Acunetix Web
Vulnerability Scanner [20] and based on OWASP
recommendations threats and threats fractions list. Specific
web application form was tested. Test results shown:
Vulnerability Scanner detects 6 vulnerabilities while
firewall was off; and 0 after turning firewall on (Fig. 4).
Special text file with the familiar 408 false attack
symptoms was used to test for response to false
vulnerability. EWAF did not respond to false attacks.
To evaluate quantitative performance EWAF was
simulated access to the web application transactions, using
a predefined randomly generated data file access and
NeoLoad software [21], which is used to test web

6

8

10

Average response
time(s)

0,49
0,531
8,4%

0,738
0,774
4,9%

0,971
1,06
9,2%

1,25
1,34
7,2%

Queries per
second server

7,1
6,7
-5,6%

7,1
6,7
-5,6%

7,2
6,7
-6,9%

7,1
6,8
-4,2%

Queries per
second server DB

7273
6780
-6,8%

7143
6742
-5,6%

7273
6957
-4,3%

7194
6849
-4,8%

Test duration (s)

55
59
7,3%

84
89
6%

90
95
4,5%

139
146
5%

As can be seen from the table, while EWAF turned
on average query execution time increases by 6.5%, the
number of requests served by web server is reduced by
approximately 5.6%, and queries to the database - 5.2%.
Time depends on the number of simulated users, but it also
depends on the server capabilities.
The goal of stress test is to ensure the EWAF does
not crash in conditions of insufficient computational
resources unusually high concurrency, or denial of service
attacks. The following studies to evaluate the blacklist and
whitelist mechanisms of influence on the stress test results.
They simulate the flow of queries from 100 to 10,000
during the, holding that each request is an attack and a
whitelist or blacklist checking filters. Table 3 shows
average results of measurements of blacklist and whitelist
filters.
As can be seen from the table, WAF with whitelist
filters works faster, with a high number of queries should
be limited to whitelist filters. Using a blacklist filters,
server load average are at 350 requests per second,
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approaching the limit (0.5) value and a very sharp upward
trend.
Table 3. Stress test results
Queries
100
scanned
Duration (s)
0,33
0,11
Queries per
303
second
909
Server load
0,01
averages change
0,01

1000

5000

10000

2,96
0,83
338
1205
0,01
0,01

14,51
4,61
345
1065
0,15
0,06

28,53
8,48
351
1179
0,4
0,14

Conclusions
Security of web application is actual problem – only
8 – 16% of web applications are secured, 75% of
vulnerabilities goes to Application layer. There are various
tools to improve security of web applications: WAS, WAF
and safe programming methodology. However, using of
these technologies has some problems.
In this work offered to use Embedded Web
Application Firewall (EWAF) for ensuring web
applications security. EWAF model was created by using
blacklist and whitelist filters, prototype of it was tested.
Research was done by using well known web
applications evaluation tools, it had showed that created
EWAF had detected all tested vulnerabilities, average
query execution time increases by 6.5%. Stress test
analysis shown that whitelist filters comparing with
blacklists are better when loads a higher.
EWAF model can be used in developing new or
improving existing security measures on any web
application platform. Created SQL injection filters also can
be applied as a single security measures in existing web
application.
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